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Although painting and drawing are

allied activities in that both involve mark-

making on a flat surface, drawing is more

directly dependent on reflexes of the hand

for its nuanced meanings. In this sense,

drawings can be uniquely revelatory,

intense distillations of an artist's sensibil-

ity. Quickly realized and easily amended,

drawing is also the means most artists

favor for experimentation. The unlikely

media and improvisatory techniques that

drawing can accommodate often enrich

the artist's present work and signal what is

to come.

Recent Drawings
The variety of work included here reflects

the enormous range of styles that coexist

today. This idiosyncratic production has

characterized American art since the early

1970s. The theoretically cohesive, appar-

ently monolithic movements that domi-

nated successive decades of postwar art

no longer seem possible. It is therefore not

surprising that the works of the four art-

ists in "Recent Drawings" have few for-

mal connections. What they do share is an

understanding that if art is a language,

drawing is its vocabulary, line and render-

ing its alphabet. Through the drawing

medium, they seek to find and elaborate a

vision that can fuse knowledge, feeling,

and intuition.

Richard Armstrong

Associate Curator

This exhibition is sponsored by the

Lobby Gallery Associates.



Mike Kelley

Mike Kelley was born in 1954 in Detroit.

He studied at the University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor (B.F.A., 1976), and the Cali-

fornia Institute of the Arts, Valencia

(M.KA., 1978). He lives and works in

Los Angeles.

Even as a graduate student at the Califor-

nia Institute of the Arts during the mid-

1970s, Mike Kelley was in the forefront of

young artists eager to reincorporate narra-

tion into their work. Then nominally a

sculptor, Kelley also wrote and performed

elaborate, incantatory skits, using draw-

ings as aide-memoire and props. While

at Cal Arts he encountered the obsessive,

diaristic drawings, paintings, and con-

structions of Jonathan Borofsky, then

teaching there. But Kelley replaced such

egocentric expressionism with an extended

inquiry into the cause-and-effect relation-

ships between good and evil. The ques-

tions he often asks and sometimes answers

in his work are real ones, though the

earnest seriousness of his enterprise is

not always apparent.

The texts incorporated in Kelley 's large-

scale drawings originate in the long, free-

associative monologues he writes for his

performances. Mordant, sometimes

absurd, the drawings— which read like

enlarged illuminated scripts— survive

these more temporal acts. Wordless pieces,

like Junior High Notebook Cover (Strokes

of Genius) or Defamation. Soft and Hard,

function as bluntly rendered ideograms,

markers in Kelley 's public excavation of

his psyche. In the latter, for instance, a

giant melting cone of soft ice cream sits

atop a houselike fabrication that shelters,

within an elaborate baroque shield, a

hand holding another cone that is being

filled with more soft ice cream. An over-

sized juvenile parable of the dissolving

pleasures of summer, this drawing engages

us with its comic-book mien. But at the

same time its allusions to a reordered and

irrational world where everything dis-

solves provoke an anxious, flooding

sense of disquiet. With or without words,

Kelley 's drawings confound us as prepos-

terous, yet relentless, inquisitions.

The Brain, from the series

Australiana, 1984

Acrylic on paper, 46x60 inches

Collection of Richard Rouilard

Hollywood False Front, 1984

Acrylic on paper, 41 x 35 inches

Collection of the artist, courtesy

Rosamund Felsen Gallery, Los Angeles

junior High Notebook Cover (Strokes of

Genius), from the series Australiana, 1984

Acrylic on paper, 60 x 43 inches

Collection of the artist, courtesy

Rosamund Felsen Gallery, Los Angeles

National Bird, from the series

Australiana, 1984

Acrylic on paper, 46 x 60 inches

Collection of Richard Rouilard

Scavenger, from the series

Australiana, 1984

Acrylic on paper, 46 x 60 inches

Collection of Richard Rouilard

Territorial Hound (L.A.-NY.), 1984

Acrylic on paper, 38 x 60 inches

Metro Pictures, New York

Defamation. Soft and Hard, 1986

Acrylic on paper pinned to canvas;

2 parts, 71 ' ^ x 60 1

4 and 60 x 95 •

4 inches

The Museum of Modern Art, New York;

Gift of Charles B. Benenson



Ellen Phelan

Ellen Phelan was born in 1943 m Detroit

She studied at Wayne State University,

Detroit (B.F.A., i969;M.F.A., i97i).She

lives and works in New York City and

Westport, New York.

Ellen Phelan has freely employed two- and

three-dimensional supports in her abstract

work since her beginnings as an artist in

Detroit's Cass Corridor community. L-

shaped metal plates gave way to stretched

canvases in the mid- 1970s, but she cut out

small geometric sections of the canvas to

acknowledge the palpable depth of her

pictures. Concurrent with these grand ges-

tural landscapes— laden with composi-

tional references to Turner's and Corot's

paintings— Phelan has produced hun-

dreds of plein-air gouache studies of the

scenery around her. Dark and moody,

these drawings demonstrate in a compact

and dramatic fashion that Phelan's princi-

pal concern is to recreate and depict natu-

ral light.

During the past three years, the sponta-

neity of her outdoor work has served her

well in a series of studies that depict dolls,

some of which she has had since child-

hood. Stationary and indoors, her minia-

ture models are most often presented one

at a time— as in Degas Diva or Good/

Time Charlie. In certain other works,

principally Say It Isn't So, she brings

together several, suggesting a dialogue.

The doll is an eccentric if metaphorically

rich symbol, and Phelan's choice of subject

is deliberate. The significance that femi-

nists assign to dolls— that they encode

and rehearse social mores— is not lost on

her. Nor does Phelan resist comparison

between her drawings and the work of

such visionary and eccentric academics as

Walter Murch or Edwin Dickinson. Like

them, she is willing to unleash the evoca-

tive powers of representationalism. Using

a combination of watercolor and gouache
— the runs and translucent drips of water-

color with the obscuring and defining

nature of gouache— she creates a poignant

tension between what is portrayed and

how it is rendered.

Applause, 1986

Gouache on paper, 22
' 2 x 19V4 inches

Collection of Susanne Feld Hilberry and

Richard Kandarian

Degas Diva, 1986

Watercolor on paper, i6'ix 12' 4 inches

Collection of Edward R. Downe, Jr.

Overheard (The Listener), 1986

Gouache on paper, 20 v4 x 12 inches

Private collection

The Rejecting Mother, 1986

Gouache on paper, 19' 2 x 20' finches

Collection of the artist

Say It Isn't So, 1986

Watercolor on paper, 31

v

4 x 43 inches

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York

Travelling Costume, 1986

Watercolor on paper, 20 x 18 v4 inches

Collection of Joel Shapiro

The Impatient Bride, 1986-88

Gouache on paper, i8' 4 x 14 inches

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York

On Stage, 1986-88

Watercolor on paper, 20 v
4 x 19 v4 inches

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York

Bunny, 1988

Gouache on paper, 16 x 9 v4 inches

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York

The Drunkard and His Bottle, 1988

Gouache on paper, 28 2 x 20 2 inches

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York

Good/Time Charlie, 1988

Gouache on paper, 25 x 197/8 inches

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York



Janis Provisor

Janis Provisor was born in 1946 in

Brooklyn, New York. She studied at the

San Francisco Art Institute (B.F.A., 1969;

M.F.A., 197 1
). She lives and works in

Carbondale, Colorado.

In the wake of Surrealism, artists largely

abandoned the external landscape for an

internal, more imaginary one. The ges-

tural work of the Abstract Expressionist

painters of the late 1940s and 1950s repre-

sents the apogee of this approach. Janis

Provisor's paintings and related drawings

are part of the widespread reintroduction

of the natural world into American art of

the last fifteen years. Turning to this world

for its metaphoric possibilities, during the

1970s Provisor used thick applications of

oil paint to create a dense icing of choppy,

parallel strokes. Amorphous figures and

para-botanical shapes were situated in

relief within these fields. As landscapes,

the pieces were truly topographic and

insistently tactile.

When Provisor moved a few years ago

from New York to the western slope of the

Colorado Rockies, she stopped building

up the surfaces of her work and began

instead to apply metal leaf to them. But-

terfly-thin squares of copper, gold, or

silver leaf provide a ground that anchors

the imagery in a physical but reflective

field. The impastoed extrusions of her ear-

lier work have been flattened into a skein

of intricate and furiously sketched lines.

Provisor's newfound appreciation of Ori-

ental calligraphy and the conventions of

Chinese landscape painting also infuse

her recent work. As in Chinese art, she

collapses space to encompass as many
aspects of the outdoors as she wishes.

Abutting panels, as in the five-part draw-

ing Red River, offer discontinuous views

of the landscape at varying seasons. The

result is often a landscape familiar to

us, but seen anew through the artist's

deft intermingling of observation and

invention.

Fences, 1987

Flashe, charcoal, watercolor, and metallic

leaf on paper, 50 x 38 inches

Collection of the artist, courtesy Dorothy

Goldeen Gallery, Santa Monica,

California

Fifteen Months Ago, 1987

Flashe, oil, and metallic leaf on paper,

50 x 38 inches

Collection of the artist, courtesy Dorothy

Goldeen Gallery, Santa Monica,

California

Red River, 1987

Watercolor, charcoal, and metallic

leaf on paper; five panels, 20 v4 x 73 v4

inches overall

Collection of the artist, courtesy Dorothy

Goldeen Gallery, Santa Monica,

California

String of Pearls, 1987

Flashe, watercolor, and metallic leaf on

paper, 50 x 60 inches

Private collection



George Condo

George Condo was born in 1957 in Con-

cord, New Hampshire. He lives and works

in Paris.

In the work of George Condo, a stylistic

nomad like many of his contemporaries,

drawings play a central role. He moves at

will between at least two styles and types

of imagery: the more fanciful are the

brightly colored, cartoonlike paintings

and drawings of the past few years, many

of them masks or portraits of dogs or fan-

tastic landscapes; more somber are the

monochromatic works that are truly auto-

matic drawings— interlocking traceries

engendered by the subconscious. In both

modes, however, Condo welcomes refer-

ences to earlier twentieth-century art or

an overall look that seems to locate his

work earlier in this century. His kinship

with the School of Paris, particularly

Picasso, is an authentic one, reinforced

three years ago by his move to Paris.

The large, vertical Untitled, for example,

is a classic recapitulation of Cubist col-

lage-drawing. Line and superimposed

paper both enhance and contradict the

illusionist space of the piece. The faceted

space of Cubism in fact governs Condo's

compositional process, although his

work exudes a jauntiness that marks it

as pseudo-Cubist. His relationship to

Cubism is comparable to that of jazz

musicians who take off from classical

music.

The two other Untitled drawings here

are more typical of Condo's protean scrib-

bling. The stark biomorphic shape that

distinguishes one is an extraction from the

colonies of ferociously crowded shapes

with which Condo fills so many of his

works. Alone and opaque, it summons up

the anthropic machine imagery of some

Surrealist art, yet manages to look fresh,

convincing, memorable in itself. This

appeal to the past in an undeniably pres-

ent manner is what makes Condo's work

so accurately and poetically post-modern.

Condo sees the fate of the contemporary

artist as "a struggle to incorporate every-

thing you know, when all you know is art."

Untitled, 1987 (illustrated)

Acrylic, graphite, paper, and oil on paper,

61 x 80 inches

The Pace Gallery, New York

Untitled, 1987

Charcoal on paper,

54 x 63 inches

Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Gardner

Untitled, 1987

Oil, paper, graphite, and varnish on paper,

96 x 48 inches

Speyer Family Collection, New York

Photographs by David Allison (Provisor);

Bill Jacobson Studio (Condo); Douglas M.

Parker Studio (Kelley); Zindman/Fremont

(Phelan)
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